* Pitch by grad seas senator candidates - Michael Sutton and Brittany Marshall
* QoL
  - resounding success
  - 50% more participation than previous year
  - Townhall on April 26th, 10:00 am
  - Prize winners will have to attend townhall
* Budget & Event proposal
  - next week; since less than 50% of voting members present in today's meeting
* DR proposal
  - at least 1 DR as PhD student for each department
  - potential pushback because PhD students too busy
  - initiative issues
  - rotation among PhD DRs rather than a rigid rule of at least 1 per department?
  - Maybe, PhD DRs don't need to volunteer compulsarily; just attend meetings and contribute with opinions?
  - if not PhD DR from a department, penalize that department with no EGSC PDL scholarship to anyone from that department
* End sem social
  - Tickets go live on April 16th
  - Event on April 27th
  - La Marina
* Spring
  - Meetup on April 26th for 4 departments (not yet finalized)
* Teresa
  - Faculty-student romantic relationships ban
  - power balance/imbalance scenarios
* Volunteer for designing EGSC banner
* EGSC bonding event - next Friday?
* Event ideas for Summer